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Abstract. The goal of this work is to enhance Internet security by
applying formal analysis of traﬃc attraction attacks on the BGP routing
protocol. BGP is the sole protocol used throughout the Internet for interdomain routing, hence its importance. In attraction attacks an attacker
sends false routing advertisements to gain attraction of extra traﬃc in
order to increase its revenue from customers, drop, tamper, or snoop on
the packets. Such attacks are most common on the inter-domain routing.
We use model checking to perform exhaustive search for attraction
attacks on BGP. This requires substantial reductions due to scalability
issues of the entire Internet topology. Therefore, we propose static methods to identify and automatically reduce Internet fragments of interest,
prior to using model checking.
We developed a method, called BGP-SA, for BGP Security Analysis, which extracts and reduces fragments from the Internet. In order to
apply model checking, we model the BGP protocol and also model an
attacker with predeﬁned capabilities. Our speciﬁcations allow to reveal
diﬀerent types of attraction attacks. Using a model checking tool we
identify attacks as well as show that certain attraction scenarios are
impossible on the Internet under the modeled attacker capabilities.

1

Introduction

In this work we combine static examination and model checking to examine
fragments of the Internet and either identify possible attacks on their routing
protocol or prove that speciﬁc attacks are not possible.
The Internet is composed of Autonomous Systems (ASes). Each AS is administered by a single entity (such as an Internet service provider, or an enterprise)
and it may include dozens to many thousands of networks and routers. Interdomain routing determines through which ASes packets will traverse. Routing
on this level is handled throughout the Internet by a single routing protocol
called the Border Gateway Protocol [16] (BGP).
It is well known that the Internet is vulnerable to traﬃc attacks [4,9]. In such
attacks malicious Autonomous Systems manipulate BGP routing advertisements
in order to attract traﬃc to, or through, their AS networks. Attracting extra
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traﬃc enables the AS to increase revenue from customers, drop, tamper, or snoop
on the packets. In the recent past, there have been frequent occurrences of traﬃc
attraction attacks on the Internet [12,13,18–21]. Some of those attacks allowed
oppressive governments to block their citizens from accessing certain websites.
In other attacks the perpetrators eavesdropped or altered the communications
of others, while in diﬀerent attacks spammers sent millions of emails from IP
addresses they do not own. In one type of attack scenario the traﬃc is diverted
through the attacker’s AS network and then forwarded to its real destination,
which allows the attacker to become a “man-in-the-middle” between the source of
the traﬃc and its ﬁnal destination. Such attacks are called interception attacks. In
another type of attack scenario, the traﬃc is not forwarded to its real destination,
which allows the attacker to impersonate the real destination or simply block
access to it. Such attacks are called attraction attacks. In the sequel, when we
refer to any attack of these types we call it a traﬃc attack.
Our goal is to provide insights to where and how BGP traﬃc attacks are
possible. Note that BGP is the sole protocol used throughout the Internet for
inter-domain routing, hence its importance. We develop a method that exploits
model checking to systematically reveal BGP traﬃc attacks on the Internet, or
prove their absence under certain conditions. Our method is based on powerful
reductions and abstractions that allow model checking to explore relatively small
fragments of the Internet, yet obtain relevant results. Reductions are essential
as the Internet nowadays includes roughly 50, 000 ASes.
A fragment includes a destination and an attacker AS nodes. The goal of
the attacker is to attract traﬃc sent to the destination while the goal of normal
nodes is to direct the traﬃc to the destination.
In a normal mode of the BGP operation, when no attacker is present, an
AS node receives from some of its neighbors their choice of routing path to
the destination. When AS A announces a routing update to its neighbor AS B
consisting of a target node n and a path π, it means that A announces to B
that it is willing to carry packets destined to n from B, and that packets will
traverse over the path π. From the announced routing paths, the node chooses
its most preferred route (according to business relationship between the entities
that administer the ASes, length of path, etc.) and sends it further to some of
its neighbors. Its announced path may, in turn, inﬂuence the choice of preferred
paths of its neighbors. In contrast, an attacker may send its neighbors faulty
routing paths whose goal is to convince them and other AS nodes in the Internet
to route through the attacker on their way to the destination.
Our static examination investigates the announcements ﬂowing throughout
the Internet. The basic idea is that if announcements cannot ﬂow from one
part of the Internet to another then nodes in the ﬁrst part cannot inﬂuence the
routing decisions of nodes in the second part. Our ﬁrst reduction is thus based on
BGP policies that determine the ﬂow of announcements in the Internet. Given a
destination and an attacker, we statically identify on the full Internet topology a
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self-contained fragment S that consists of a set of nodes, including the destination
and attacker. S is deﬁned so that nodes in S may send announcements inside
and outside of S, but nodes outside of S never send announcements to nodes in
S. Thus, the routing choices of nodes in S are not inﬂuenced by routing choices
of the rest of the Internet.
We can now isolate S from the rest of the Internet and apply model checking
only to it in order to search for an attack strategy that attracts traﬃc to the
attacker. Since routing decisions in S are made autonomically, an attack strategy
found on S will attract the same nodes from S when the full Internet is considered. This result allows to signiﬁcantly reduce the processing burden on model
checking while searching for attacks on the Internet. Similarly, if we show that
no attack strategy manages to attract traﬃc from certain victims in S then the
attacker will not manage to attract traﬃc from those victims in the full Internet
as well. Thus, by searching a small fragment we ﬁnd attacks on the full Internet
or show their absence.
The second reduction we suggest is applied within a self-contained fragment S
to further reduce it. We statically identify nodes in S that for all BGP runs choose
the same route to the destination (that does not pass through the attacker),
regardless of the attacker’s behavior. Such nodes are considered safe with respect
to the destination and the attacker of S.
The advantage of this reduction is twofold. First, safe nodes can be safely
removed from the model, thus easing the burden on model checking. Second,
nodes that wish to improve their routing security may decide to route through
safe nodes, thus avoiding traﬃc attacks from this speciﬁc attacker. We further
elaborate on the latter in Sect. 8.
Our third reduction is based on an abstraction. We can statically identify
a routing-preserving set of nodes that all make the same routing choices. Such
a set can be replaced by a single node with similar behavior without changing
routing decisions of other nodes in the network.
Note that all three reductions are computed statically by investigating the
Internet topology and are therefore easy to compute.
We implemented our method, called BGP-SA, for BGP Security Analysis.
We ﬁrst extracted from the Internet self-contained fragments, which are deﬁned
by a destination and an attacker nodes, and applied reductions to them. We
chose the attacker and the destination nodes either arbitrarily or in order to
reconstruct known recent attacks. In order to apply model checking, we modeled
the BGP protocol for each AS node. We also modeled an attacker with predeﬁned
capabilities. The BGP model is written in C. We considered several speciﬁcations
which allow to reveal diﬀerent types of attacks. We ran IBM’s model checking
tool ExpliSAT [7] on self-contained, reduced fragments.
We found interception attacks. One of those attacks reconstructs a recent
known attack where Syria attracted traﬃc destined to YouTube [18]. In other
cases we showed that some attraction scenarios are impossible under the modeled attacker capabilities. In the latter case, model checking could also reveal
additional safe nodes.
To summarize, the contributions of this paper are:
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– Deﬁning and implementing aggressive reductions of the Internet. The resulting
(relatively small) self-contained fragments enable an automatic analysis.
– Developing an automatic analysis that can reveal possible attacks on the
Internet and prove that certain attacks are not possible.
– Identifying safe nodes that are not amenable to traﬃc attacks and can be
exploited to reduce vulnerability of other nodes in the Internet.

2

Related Work

There are some past works that use formal methods to analyze convergence
properties of BGP. [3] uses a static model of BGP path selection and analyzes
conﬁgurations of BGP policy. [2] uses static and dynamic models to reason about
BGP convergence. [17] analyzes convergence of routing policies with an SMT
solver. We use a diﬀerent modeling to reason about traﬃc attraction scenarios
on the Internet. Our modeling implements runs of the protocol until stabilization,
includes an attacker, and is based on the routing policy used by most ASes on
the Internet. Our model includes parts of BGP that are most relevant to the
analysis of traﬃc attraction, and is based on the model presented in [9].
Reference [9] discusses the security of BGP and its vulnerability to diﬀerent attacks. It shows that an attacker may employ non-trivial and non-intuitive
attack strategies in order to maximize its gain. This was shown by giving anecdotal evidence (obtained manually) for each attack strategy in speciﬁc parts
of the Internet. In our work we develop reductions and use model checking to
systematically and automatically search for BGP traﬃc attacks on the Internet.

3

BGP Background

The routers and networks of the Internet are clustered into connected sets. Each
such set is called an autonomous system (AS). As of the end of 2014, there are
roughly 50,000 autonomous systems on the Internet. An AS is usually administered by a single network operator, such as an ISP (Internet service provider), an
enterprise, a university, etc. Each AS has a predeﬁned routing policy determined
by the network operator. An autonomous system is assigned a globally unique
number, sometimes called an Autonomous System Number (ASN).
Routing of data packets on the Internet works in two levels:
1. Inter-domain routing that determines through which ASes the packets will
traverse. This level of routing is handled by a single routing protocol called
the Border Gateway Protocol [16] (BGP).
2. Intra-domain routing that determines the path taken by the packets within
each AS. This is determined independently in each AS. Each network operator
is free to choose any routing protocol to employ within its AS. The most
common examples of such routing protocols are OSPF [15], RIP [14], or
IS-IS [6].
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Note that BGP is the sole protocol used for inter-domain routing. In essence,
BGP is the glue that holds the Internet together and which allows to connect
between diﬀerent ASes. The currently used version of BGP is number 4. The protocol’s standard is speciﬁed by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) standardization body in [16]. The primary function of BGP is to exchange network
reachability information between diﬀerent ASes. Each AS periodically announces
to all its neighboring ASes (i.e., the ASes to which it is directly connected) routing updates. A routing update consists of the identity of a target network and
a path that consists of a sequence of ASes that starts from the advertising AS
and leads to the AS in which the target network resides. Note that BGP advertises routing updates pertaining to networks residing within ASes (not to ASes
themselves), while the routing path is at the AS level. When AS A advertises a
routing update to its neighbor AS B consisting of a target network n and a path
π, it means that A announces to B that it is willing to carry packets destined to
n from B, and that packets will traverse over the path π. This routing information will then be propagated by AS B to its neighbors, after prepending itself
to π. The propagation of routing information by one AS to all its neighbors is
a matter of a policy determined by that AS. We shall elaborate on this in the
following.
Every AS stores the routing updates learned from its neighboring ASes in
a data structure called Adj-RIBs-In. If several routes were advertised for the
same target network by diﬀerent neighboring ASes, then the AS must choose its
most preferable one. Once a route is chosen all packets destined to that target
network will be routed via the neighboring AS that announced the chosen route.
The chosen routes for all target networks on the Internet are stored in a data
structure called Loc-RIB. Choosing the most preferable route is a matter of
policy speciﬁc to each AS. In this paper we call it a preference policy.
As noted above, each AS propagates to its neighbors the routing updates
it receives. Only routes within the Loc-RIB may be propagated. Namely, an
AS can only propagate a route it has chosen as its most preferable one. Before
propagating a route the AS must prepend itself to that route. An AS may choose
a subset of its neighbors to which a route is propagated. This is a matter of policy
speciﬁc to each AS. We call it an export policy.
Preference and Export Policies. As noted above, the preference and export
policies are a local matter for each AS determined by the network operator.
These policies usually abide by business relationships and commercial agreements between the diﬀerent network operators. While in reality there are many
types of business relationships and agreements, the following two relationships
are widely believed to capture the majority of the economic relationships [8].
– Customer-provider – in such a relationship the customer pays the provider
for connectivity. Usually, the provider AS is larger and better connected than
the customer AS. For example, the AS administered by Sprint is a provider
of the AS of Xerox corporation. Xerox pays money to Sprint for connecting
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Xerox to the rest of the Internet through Sprint. In this paper we denote this
kind of relationship with arrow from customer to provider.
– Peer-peer – in such a relationship the two peer ASes agree to transit each
other’s traﬃc at no cost. Usually, the two ASes are of comparable size and
connectivity. For example, the ASes administered by Sprint and NTT are
peers. Each provides the other connectivity to parts of the Internet it may
not have access to. In this paper we denote this kind of relationship with an
undirected line between the two ASes.
Based on the above business relationships the following is a well-accepted model
for the preference and export policies [8].
Preference Policy. This policy is based on the following simple rationale. An AS
has an economic incentive to prefer forwarding traﬃc via customer (that pays
him) over a peer (where no money is exchanged) over a provider (that he must
pay). Combined with the fact that routing must be loop free and preferably on
short routes the following policy is deﬁned:
1. Reject a routing update that contains a route if the AS itself already appears
on the announced route.
2. Prefer routes that were announced by a customer over routes announced by
a peer over routes announced by a provider.
3. Among the most preferable routes choose the shortest ones, i.e., the ones
which traverse the fewest ASes.
4. If there are multiple such paths, choose the one that was announced by the
AS with the lowest ASN.
Export Policy. This policy is based on the following simple rationale. An AS is
willing to carry traﬃc to or from other ASes only if it gets paid to do so. Based
on this rationale the following policy is deﬁned:
– AS B will announce to AS A a route via AS C if and only if at least one of
A and C are customers of B.
To illustrate the above policies consider the topology depicted in Fig. 1. Let us
consider the routing of AS 9 to AS 0. There are three possible paths: (9,3,2,1,0),
(9,4,5,0), and (9,7,1,0). Due to the above preference policy 9 will favor the ﬁrst
route over the second route which is favored over the third route. This is because
the ﬁrst route is announced by a customer AS (i.e., 3), while the second and third
routes are announced by a peer (4) and provider (7) ASes, respectively. Note that
the chosen route (9,3,2,1,0) will be propagated to 7 and 4, according to the above
export policy.

4

BGP Modeling and Specifications

In this paper we use a BGP standard model acceptable in the literature [9]
to facilitate the analysis of traﬃc attacks using false route advertisements.
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The model includes all the relevant parts of the protocol that deal with the
dissemination and processing of route advertisements. In particular, the mechanisms of route distribution and route preference are modeled, including malicious
routes originated by an attacker.
We assume a single destination, called Dest, such that the other ASes want
to send traﬃc to a target network within Dest. We can focus on a single destination because routing announcements referring to diﬀerent destinations ﬂow
independently of each other. Namely, the routing to one destination does not
inﬂuence the routing to another destination. As a result, in our model a routing
update does not include the identity of the target network.
Modeling the BGP Network. A
BGP network N is a tuple N
=
(Nodes, Links, Dest, Attacker ) where Nodes
is a set of Autonomous System (AS) nodes
in the network graph. Links is a set of
node pairs with one of the following types:
customer-provider or peer-to-peer, representing the business relationships between
ASes in the network. Dest is an AS from
Nodes representing a single destination node
that contains the target network to which all
other nodes build routing paths. Attacker
is a node from Nodes representing an AS
that can send false routing advertisements
to achieve traﬃc attraction or interception.
Dest and the Attacker are called the originators of N . All other nodes are called regFig. 1. BGP network example
ular nodes.
Consider the BGP network presented in Fig. 1. Nodes = {0, 1, . . . 9}, Links
consists of customer-provider links such as (1 → 2) and (9 → 7), and also peerto-peer links such as (4 − 9) and (1 − 7).
A path in N is a sequence π = (n1 , . . . , nk ) of nodes in Nodes, such that for
every 1 ≤ i < k, ni and ni+1 are connected by an edge (of any kind) from Links.
Local States and Global Configurations. The local state of a regular AS n
consists of:
– A message queue Q(n) containing incoming route announcements.
– A Routing Information Base RIB(n) containing a set of possible routes to
Dest. The most preferred route is denoted chosen(n).
A (global) conﬁguration of N consists of the local states of all nodes.
Next we deﬁne a run of the BGP protocol on network N . A run starts from
an initial conﬁguration in which all queues and RIBs are empty. Initially Dest
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sends announcements to all its neighbors. The run terminates after all nodes in
N terminate their run and their queues are empty. In particular, the originators
have already sent out all their announcements. The ﬁnal conﬁguration of a run
is called stable.
We often will be interested in referring to export actions along a run. We
denote by export(n, n ) the action of node n exporting an announcement to its
neighbor n .
4.1

Attack Definitions and Specifications

Attacker Goal. The goal of the attacker in our model is to achieve traﬃc
attraction or interception. We say that a node n is attracted by the attacker if
in the stable conﬁguration chosen(n) is a path on which the attacker appears.
A node n is intercepted by the attacker if it is attracted, and in addition the
attacker has a routing path to the destination.
Successful Attack. A successful attack is a BGP run such that its ﬁnal stable
conﬁguration satisﬁes the attacker goal. The attack strategy can be represented
by the sequence of actions preformed by the attacker during the attack, where
each of its action contains the sent announcement and a set of neighbors to which
it was sent.
Normal Outcome. Is the ﬁnal routing choices of all ASes in N when the
attacker acts like a regular AS.
Trivial Attack Strategy. In the trivial strategy the attacker sends a false
advertisement to all its neighbors and announces that the target network is
located within its own AS.
Specifications. To measure how successful a traﬃc attraction or interception
attack is, we suggest speciﬁcations that compare the result of the attack to the
normal outcome of the protocol run and to the result of the trivial attack, when
applicable. We deﬁne speciﬁcations of traﬃc attraction or interception from any
victim as follows: if the attacker can attract (or intercept) traﬃc from any victim,
while it fails to do so in the normal run and the trivial attack, the attraction (or
interception) speciﬁcation is satisﬁed. We demonstrate how the speciﬁcation is
implemented in our model on Sect. 6.3.

5

Reductions and Abstractions

The goal of our reductions is to obtain a manageable sized fragment of the
large network which is suitable for identifying BGP traﬃc attacks or show their
absence.
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Self-contained Fragments

The extraction of a self-contained fragment is our main reduction that signiﬁcantly reduces the initial network, such as the full Internet topology. The reduction is based on preserving the ﬂow of announcements in the network during a
BGP run. The following is a central notion in our analysis of the ﬂow. It directly
follows from the export policy (see Sect. 3). A path π = (n1 , . . . , nk ) in N is valid
if n1 is an originating node, no node is repeated on π, and for every 1 < i < k,
at least one of ni−1 and ni+1 is a customer of ni . Further, no ni is an originating node except n1 and possibly nk . Examples of valid paths in network N
of Fig. 1 are (0, 5, 4, 6, 8) and (0, 5, 4, 9, 3, 2, 1). Note that (0, 5, 4, 6, 8, 7) is not a
valid path, since both 6 and 7 are not customers of 8. The following is a key
observation about valid paths.
Lemma 1. If there is no valid path in N with edge from node n to node n then
there is no run in N along which export(n, n ) is performed.
Note, however, that the contrary is not true. There might be an edge (n, n ) on
a valid path but still no export(n, n ) is performed. This is due to the preference
policy of nodes.
We say that n cannot export to n if there is no run in which the action
export(n, n ) is performed.
Let N be a network and let S ⊆ Nodes be a subset of its nodes that includes
all originators of N . S is a self-contained fragment of N if for every n ∈ (Nodes \
S), n cannot export to any n ∈ S. This means that nodes outside of S cannot
change routing decisions of nodes in S.
The following lemma describes the signiﬁcance of self-contained fragments.
Lemma 2. Let N be a network and let S be a self-contained fragment of N .
Then, any traﬃc attack found on S can occur on N as well. Moreover, if we
prove that a traﬃc attack is not possible in S then the corresponding attack is
not possible in N as well.
The lemma implies that instead of searching a huge network N (such as the
Internet) we can identify a (relatively small) self-contained fragment, isolate it
from the rest of the network, and search for possible attacks on it. Assume an
attacker (in S) can attract traﬃc from a node n in S. Then since nodes outside
of S do not send n alternative routing options, they cannot “convince” n to
change its routing choice and avoid the route through the attacker. Thus, a traﬃc
attack which is successful in S is also successful in N . Similarly, if a certain node
is deﬁnitely not routing through the attacker in S then the same holds in N
as well.
Fragment Importance. Following Lemma 2 , it should be noted that the
fragment concept is of great importance for applying signiﬁcant reductions on
BGP networks. The set of announcements that a node within the fragment can
receive during any BGP run with an arbitrary attacker on the whole Internet
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is equal to its counterpart on a similar run that is applied to the fragment
only. Therefore, the set of chosen routing paths within the fragment is equal as
well, due to the deterministic preference policy of each node. Thus, the task of
applying model checking on the whole Internet is reduced to applying it on a selfcontained fragment when searching for BGP traﬃc attacks with our suggested
speciﬁcations. Additionally, the fragment concept may be useful for other BGPbased formal analyses that require substantial reductions on large networks.
Computing Self-contained Fragments. Given a network N = (Nodes,
Links, Dest, Attacker ), we describe the computation of a set of nodes which
forms a self-contained fragment. The resulting S includes Dest and Attacker
and excludes some of N ’s nodes that cannot export any announcement to S.
Initially, only the set of originators O = {Dest, Attacker } and their neighbors
are in S. A node c outside of S is inserted to S if c is a neighbor of some n ∈ S,
and c is on a valid path from some originator in O to n. The algorithm terminates
when for every c ∈ S which is a neighbor of some n ∈ S, c is not on a valid path
from an originator to n and therefore (by Lemma 1) c cannot export to n.
Example for a Self-contained Fragment Extraction. Consider the 10nodes-sized network, presented in part A of Fig. 2. In practice the initial network
can be much larger. Applying the fragment extraction algorithm results in:
1. Initialization: Insert O and their neighbors. S = {22561, 48685, 209, 25934,
6677}
2. Add c = 3257, due to valid path : (o = 22561, 209, 3257, n = 6677)
3. Add c = 5580 , due to valid path : (o = 22561, 209, 5580, n = 25934)
The remaining nodes are not added. For example, 3303 does not appear
on any valid path in the original network, and is therefore dropped during the
construction of a self-contained fragment. After applying this phase we remain
with 7 nodes as presented in part B of Fig. 2.
5.2

Definite Routing Choice

In this reduction we identify nodes that never route via the attacker. If for all
runs of BGP on a network N , a node n chooses to route through a speciﬁc path π
originated by Dest that does not pass through the attacker, then π is the deﬁnite
routing choice of n, denoted drc(n). We consider such nodes as safe, since they
cannot be attracted by the attacker.
For example, in Fig. 1, drc(5) = (0) and drc(4) = (5, 0). Node 5 is a neighbor
of Dest and its link to Dest is more preferred than its other link. Therefore, since
the announcement from Dest is guaranteed to be sent to 5, it will always prefer
this path regardless of other paths it might get from 4. For a similar reason, and
since 5 is guaranteed to export its path to 4, node 4 will always prefer the route
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Fig. 2. Fragment Example. The grey node 48685 is the attacker. The yellow node
22561 is the destination. The thick lines in part A represent the arrow direction of the
customer-provider links (Color ﬁgure online).

via 5. On the other hand, drc(9) is undeﬁned since on diﬀerent runs its choice
of routing may change as a result of the announcements sent by the attacker
(which may change from run to run).
drc(n), when deﬁned, is chosen(n) in every run, regardless of the attacker’s
actions. Consequently, the export actions of n are also determined. We can therefore eliminate such n from our network and initiate a BGP run from a conﬁguration in which the results of its export is already in the queues of the appropriate
neighbors. This may signiﬁcantly reduce the network size to which model checking is applied.
5.3

Routing-Preserving Path

Another source of reduction is the abstraction of routing-preserving paths.
A path π = (n1 , . . . , nk ) is routing-preserving if for every run r of N , in the ﬁnal
(stable) conﬁguration of r one of the two cases holds: either for all 1 < i ≤ k, ni
chooses to route through ni−1 , or for all 1 ≤ i < k, ni chooses to route through
ni+1 .
Intuitively, for every run of the protocol, the nodes on a routing-preserving
path all agree on the same route to the destination. As a result, we can replace
such a path with a single node (an abstraction of the path) without changing
the routing of other nodes in the network. The protocol of an abstract node
is adjusted such that it exports announcements with lengths that match the
number of nodes in the path it represents. An example of a routing-preserving
path in Fig. 1 is (2, 3, 9).

6

The BGP-SA Method

Our suggested method, called BGP-SA, for BGP Security Analysis, uses reductions and model checking to apply a formal analysis of BGP attraction attacks
on a large network topology. We use model checking to perform a systematic
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Fig. 3. The BGP-SA method

search for traﬃc attacks. A systematic search is essential in order to reveal
non-trivial attraction strategies on topologies from the Internet. It has a major
advantage over simple testing techniques that randomly search for attacks. The
model checker we use can perform full veriﬁcation, thus it can also prove that
no traﬃc attack is possible under certain conditions.
The BGP-SA method is composed of several stages, as depicted in Fig. 3.
Below we describe them in details.
6.1

Reducing the Network Topology

The input to the BGP-SA method consists
of the full network topology, the chosen
attacker and destination ASN, and the chosen speciﬁcation. Given this input, we ﬁrst
extract a self-contained fragment and apply
additional reductions and abstractions. (see
square 1 of Fig. 3). The extraction and reduction algorithms are explained in Sect. 5. The
output is a reduced fragment that contains
the nodes within the extracted fragment S, Fig. 4. Partition of node types in
without those for which drc is deﬁned. (See the extracted fragment
Fig. 4).
6.2

Simulating the Trivial Attack

Here we explain items 2–3 of Fig. 3. Given a reduced fragment, we run a simulation of the trivial attack on it. If the chosen speciﬁcation is traﬃc attraction and
if all the nodes in the reduced fragment are trivially attracted, then the attacker
cannot improve its attraction results. If the chosen speciﬁcation is traﬃc interception and if the trivial attack satisﬁes the interception condition additionally
to attracting all nodes in the reduced fragment, then again the attacker cannot
improve its attraction results.
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In both cases it is considered a proof (denoted BT-proof for Best Trivial
attraction proof) that within the fragment the attacker does not have a strategy
which is better than the trivial one. When BT-proof is obtained, the analysis is
terminated and model checking is not needed. Otherwise, the nodes of interest for
searching attraction scenarios are the remaining nodes that are neither trivially
attracted nor have a deﬁned drc, as presented in Fig. 4.
6.3

Generating the C Model

Given the reduced fragment and the chosen speciﬁcation, we generate a model
written in C on which the analysis is applied (see square 4 of Fig. 3). Code 1.11.3 depicts a pseudo-code of the generated code in high level, and below we give
more details of it.
– Code 1.1 describes the procedures that implement nodes in our model. AS
P roc is the procedure of a regular AS. Its path preference and export policy are
as explained in Sect. 3. The attacker has two procedures: Arbitrary Attacker
P roc is the procedure of an attacker that originates arbitrary path announcements and sends them to arbitrary neighbors. T rivial Attacker P roc is the
procedure of an attacker that applies the trivial attack and announces itself
as the destination to all its neighbors. Dest P roc is the procedure of Dest, in
which it announces itself as the destination to all its neighbors.
– Code 1.2 describes the function implementing a BGP run in our model. The
input parameter of this function is the type of run: normal – where the attacker
acts as a regular AS, trivial – where the attacker applies the trivial attack, or
arbitrary - where the attacker acts arbitrarily. The function is composed of a
loop, where at each loop iteration each one of the AS procedures is activated
once. A stable state is achieved when no message is sent by any AS and
all the queues are empty. Convergence is guaranteed [11] due to the routing
policies that are used in the model and the ﬁnite number of announcements
that can be sent by the attacker. We bound the number of announcements
originated by the attacker by letting it export to each neighbor at most one
announcement. The function returns the routing results at the stable state
which include chosen(n) for each node n in the netwrok, where chosen(n) is
the preferred route of n.
– Code 1.3 describes the main function in the model and the assertion statement that implements the speciﬁcation. The main function is composed of
three calls to the function BGP run, with the three types of run: normal,
trivial, and arbitrary. The routing results of the three runs are saved. Then,
to implement the attraction speciﬁcation, a boolean ﬂag is set true if there
exists some victim that is attracted by the attacker only in the arbitrary
run, and not in the normal and trivial runs. The assertion requires that this
boolean ﬂag is false. Therefore, if the assertion is violated, the violating run
represents a succesful attraction attack. To implement the interception speciﬁcation, a constraint that the attacker has a routing path to the real destination
should be added.
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Code 1.3. Main Function with Attraction Speciﬁcation
Routing Results r e s u l t s [ 3 ] ;
i n t main ( ) {
r e s u l t s [ n o r m a l ] = BGP run ( n o r m a l ) ;
r e s u l t s [ t r i v i a l ] = BGP run ( t r i v i a l ) ;
r e s u l t s [ a r b i t r a r y ] = BGP run ( a r b i t r a r y ) ;
bool isSomeVictimAttracted = f a l s e ;
f o r ( AS i n f r a g m e n t ) {
i f ( AS r o u t e s v i a a t t a c k e r i n a r b i t r a r y
i n n o r m a l and t r i v i a l r u n s )
isSomeVictimAttracted = true ;
}
a s s e r t ( ! isSomeVictimAttracted ) ;
}

6.4

r u n and

not

Applying Model Checking to the Implemented Model
Using ExpliSAT

Here we explain squares 5–7 of Fig. 3. After the C code of the model is generated
on the fragment, we apply model checking using ExpliSAT [7]. The model checker
systematically scans all possible execution paths of the C program. If it ﬁnds
a run that violates the assertion, it returns a counterexample that represents a
successful attack. If the model checker terminates without any counterexample,
it is considered a proof that our attacker cannot perform the speciﬁed attack on
the fragment. This is denoted as MC-proof.

7

Experimental Results

We applied our BGP-SA method on Internet fragments and used IBM’s model
checking tool ExpliSAT [7] to search for traﬃc attacks. The model checker can
run on multiple cores. The experiments were performed on a 64-cores machine
with AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 6376, 125 GB RAM, and 64-bit Linux. The
fragments and all model implementations we used in our experiments are available at [1].
ExpliSAT Model Checker. ExpliSAT [7] veriﬁes C programs containing
assumptions and assertions. To use ExpliSAT we implement our model in C. Our
speciﬁcations are negated and added as assertions on stable states. The model
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Table 1. Results of BGP-SA application on fragments extracted from the full internet
topology
Fragment Reduced Trivial
Specification Result
size
size
attrac(#nodes) (#nodes) tion
(#nodes)
1

16

2
3
4

29

5

15

6

36

7

Time Dest
(min) ASN

Attacker
ASN

11

9

attraction

BT proof

-

17

6

4

attraction

BT proof

-

22

10

8

attraction

BT proof

-

11669 36291

9

5

attraction

MC proof

1.5

29117 15137

13

10

attraction

MC proof

1

12431 18491

18

7

attraction

MC proof

17

19969 13537

69

27

17

attraction

MC proof

340

8296 20091

8

15

13

invalid

interception counterexample 0.1

12431 18491

9

28

10

invalid

interception counterexample 0.5

19361 32977

10

80

48

invalid

interception counterexample 13

9218 43571

11

81

31

invalid

interception counterexample 9

37177 40473

12 114

30

invalid

interception counterexample 18

36040 29386

13

71

68

65

interception N/A

14

10

-

4

>12h

interception counterexample 0.1

31132 16987
9314

7772

30894
-

1290
-

checker returns a counterexample if there is a violating run, and it can also perform full veriﬁcation and automatically prove that no violating run is possible.
ExpliSAT combines explicit state model checking and SAT-based symbolic
model checking. It traverses every feasible execution path of the program, and
uses a SAT solver to verify assertions. It performs as many loop iterations as
needed, and therefore full veriﬁcation is possible and no loop bounds are required.
7.1

Results on Internet Fragments

We performed experiments on self-contained fragments extracted from the full
Internet topology. The ASes links from the Internet are from [5] and are relevant
to October 2014.
Table 1 presents the results of applying our method. The fragments in lines
1–13 are based on randomly chosen destination and attacker from the Internet,
with the exception of line 12 which is obtained by choosing the attacker and
destination according to a recent attack where Syria attracted traﬃc destined
to Youtube [18]. Line 14 is explained in Sect. 7.2. The ﬁrst two columns specify the number of nodes in the extracted self-contained fragment and in the
reduced fragment. The third column speciﬁes the amount of nodes attracted
by the attacker on the trivial attack. The value is invalid if the speciﬁcation is
interception and the trivial attack does not satisfy the interception condition,
by which the attacker should have an available routing path to the destination.
The speciﬁcation we used for each instance appears on the fourth column, and is
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either attraction or interception, which correspond to the speciﬁcations deﬁned
in Sect. 4.1. Note that in the interception speciﬁcation, if the trivial attack fails
to satisfy the interception condition, we only compare the attraction to the normal outcome. The result column speciﬁes any of the possible results that are
described in Sect. 6. The N/A result describes ExpiSAT runs that did not terminate. The last two columns specify the chosen ASN from the Internet of the
destination and attacker nodes, from which the fragment was extracted.
The experiments show that the reductions we apply are signiﬁcant. The simple BGP simulations of the trivial attack allow us to avoid applying model checking on fragments in which the attacker manages to achieve optimal attraction
results by the trivial attack.
When we used ExpliSAT with the attraction speciﬁcation, we got proofs
that no better attack strategy exists. It can be explained by the fact that the
trivial attack strategy can be considered most eﬃcient in many cases. Consider
for instance line 4 on which we got a proof by ExpliSAT. It should be noted
that 2 nodes in the fragment are not trivially attracted and do not have deﬁnite
routing choices, but still there is no attack strategy capable of attracting traﬃc
from them. Thus, these two nodes are also considered safe, in addition to the
nodes with deﬁnite routing choices.
For the interception instances in lines 8–12 the trivial attack failed to achieve
the interception goal and ExpliSAT found simple interception attacks. Line 12
was performed on a fragment from a recent attack [18]. The fragment reduction
was signiﬁcant in this case. We found that the trivial attack attracted 12 nodes
but did not satisfy the interception condition. The model checker found an attack
strategy that achieved interception and attracted 11 nodes. The attacker sent
false announcements to 3 of its 4 neighbors in the found interception attack.
7.2

Example Demonstrating Model Checking Advantages

Here we explain line 14 in the table. The network is taken from Fig. 1. The
network is a variation of the one presented in [9], where the goal was to show a
non-trivial interception attack. We did not apply our reductions on this network
topology.
In the normal outcome and trivial attack, the attacker fails to attract traﬃc
from AS8. In the attack strategy suggested in [9] the attacker avoids exporting
its path to AS2, and only exports it to AS7. The result is that AS7 chooses a
shorter path directly via the attacker, and as a result AS8 prefers this shorter
path. Thus, the attacker manages to apply traﬃc interception on AS8.
Line 14 of Table 1 speciﬁes the experiment we performed on this topology with our BGP model. ExpliSAT automatically found a counterexample
with greater attraction. It returned a counterexample in which the attacker
exported announcements both to AS7 and to AS2. The announcement exported
to AS2 contained AS9 on the sent path. Therefore, AS9 ignored that announcement, and did not export it to AS7. Thus, AS7 chose the shorter path via the
attacker. Eventually, the attacker managed to achieve attraction from AS8, AS2,
and AS3. Note that with the strategy suggested by [9] only AS8 is attracted.
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An alternative attack that could attract even more nodes to the attacker is to
export to AS2 an announcement that contains AS7 instead of AS9 on the sent
path. That way it can achieve attraction from AS9 as well.
From the above analysis we may conclude that by sending an announcement
that creates a loop an attacker can better control on where the propagation of
some path should be blocked in order to achieve better attraction results.
It should be noted that some versions of BGP are more secure [10] and may
prevent the attacker from sending paths that do not exist in the network. On
such versions the attacker cannot apply the loop strategy. Therefore, the loop
strategy may have an advantage over the no-export strategy only in the absence
of certain BGP security mechanisms.
Note that applying the fragment extraction and reductions would prevent
from getting the counterexample. However, by extending the speciﬁcation and
deﬁning that a scenario in which some node is routing via the attacker through
a shorter path is also considered a sucessful attack, we were able to ﬁnd that
counterexample on the reduced topology as well. That shorter routing path
can potentially attract more nodes from outside the fragment. Given the counterexample, a simulation can be applied on a larger topology. In our case, the
counterexample reveals that the routing path of AS7 via the attacker can be
shortened with respect to its length in the trivial attack, and a simulation of the
found attack on the larger topology reveals that AS8 is a new attracted node as
a result.

8

Conclusion

In this work we propose a method to reveal possible attacks on Internet routing
or prove that certain attacks are not possible. We develop substantial reduction
techniques that enable to apply model checking in order to formally analyze
BGP traﬃc attacks on the Internet. The use of model checking has a major
advantage due to the systematic search, by which it can reveal unexpected or
more sophisticated attacks. This is demonstrated in Sect. 7.2, where during an
experiment that was done to reconstruct a known attack, the model checker
automatically found a diﬀerent attack strategy that achieved better attraction
results than expected.
One obvious implication of our work is a better understanding of the vulnerability of the Internet to traﬃc attacks. Nonetheless, our suggested method
can also be practical and useful for a network operator to increase its resilience
to such attacks. In some cases a network operator may fear a traﬃc attack
from potential attacking ASes. For example, telecommunication companies may
fear their traﬃc be attracted by ASes that belong to adversary governments.
Such governments can exploit these attacks in order to eavesdrop on traﬃc of
consumers of those telecommunication companies. In such cases, the network
operator can use our method in order to discover the identity of the ASes which
the attacking AS can not attract traﬃc from. Once these safe ASes are known
the network operator may form links to these ASes and prefer routes announced
by those ASes, thereby eliminate the chances to be attracted by the attacker.
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